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Background

The purpose of this Position Statement is (1) to recognize the substantive role of psychiatry in implementing alternatives to coercion in mental health care and (2) to support action in this regard, essential to improving mental health treatment and care. The call for alternatives to coercion in mental health care is growing both within the profession and among people with lived experience of coercion in mental healthcare. There is widespread agreement that coercive practices are over-used. Considerable work is warranted across the mental health sector and in communities and governments to ensure that people living with mental disorders and psychosocial disabilities uniformly have access to high-quality care and support that meet their needs and respect their personhood and rights.

Of central concern is the protection of human rights, and the extent to which coercive interventions violate these. These include rights to: liberty; autonomy; freedom from torture, inhuman or degrading treatment; physical and psychological integrity of the person; non-discrimination; and a home and family life. These rights have been set out most recently in the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (2006) as they apply specifically to people with disabilities, including those with psychosocial disabilities. The question of whether coercive interventions can ever be justified as part of mental health treatment, to protect rights holders’ own interests or on other grounds, is highly contested. This Position Statement recognises the diversity of views and experiences among mental health professionals, people with lived experience and their families and carers.

The WPA would like to stress that this Position Statement and Call to Action is relevant, important,
and urgent to improving the quality of mental health care in low-, middle-, and high-income countries. It has been developed in consultation with member societies as detailed in the report attached here. The WPA views this initial consultation and position statement as the beginning of a longer-term process, which will require continued engagement with member societies, people with lived experience, families and other partners to encourage and support the implementation of alternatives to coercion in mental health care. This statement has been crafted to set a direction and practical starting point for action, based on widespread agreement that coercion is overused in mental health systems and that implementing alternatives is crucial to delivering treatment and care that upholds the human rights of people with psychosocial disabilities.

Complexity of Coercion in the Mental Health Sector

In this Position Statement, the term ‘coercion’ describes a range of interventions, from involuntary treatment to forceful action and threats undertaken in the course of providing treatment or addressing perceived harm a person poses to herself/himself or others due to a mental health condition.

Practices that constitute coercion include:

- **Formal detention** restricting the ability of an individual to leave a facility
- **Treatment without consent** (or ‘compulsory treatment’), any form of treatment including the use of psychotropic medication
- **Seclusion** locking or confining a person to a space or room alone
- **Restraint** actions aimed at controlling a person’s physical movement, including prolonged or unsafe holding by other person(s), the use of any physical devices (‘mechanical restraint’, chaining etc) and the use of psychotropic drugs for the primary purpose of controlling movement (‘chemical restraint’). Note: chemical restraint does NOT include the judicious use of medication prescribed for treatment purposes.

The use of coercive practices, such as those listed above, carries the risk of harmful consequences, including trauma. People who have experienced coercion first-hand in mental health services, as well as their family members and supporters, and psychiatrists promoting quality care have drawn attention to some of the harms of those practices through testimony and advocacy. Individuals subject to physical coercion are susceptible to harms that include physical pain, injury and death. Individuals who have experienced trauma in the past (such as family violence, sexual assault or other abuse) are especially vulnerable to coercive practices. The use of coercive measures can traumatis
or re-traumatise patients, undermine therapeutic relationships, discourage trust in mental health systems, and dissuade service users and family members from seeking help in the future. Coercion may also traumatise other service users, damage morale among or traumatise mental health workers, and contribute to tarnishing the image of psychiatry as a medical discipline.¹⁰

The WPA acknowledges the complexity of the use of coercion in clinical practice. There is a range of views among clinicians about the appropriateness and feasibility of completely abolishing the use of coercion.¹¹ Some believe that judicious and limited use of some coercive practices, such as involuntary hospitalisation, is essential to: (1) protect patients from harming themselves or others or (2) provide treatment for people whose psychosocial disability may impede their capacity to make decisions about their treatment. Others believe that elimination is possible if recovery-oriented systems of care are established to effectively prevent the extreme crisis situations described above. Community attitudes and law also play a critical role in regulating involuntary detention and treatment in mental health care.

Of primary concern is whether it is possible without involuntary treatment to meet the needs and interests of some service users, such as those with suicidal intent or intent to harm others, who refuse treatment. Other concerns include the question of competing rights and the current state of mental health systems. In many parts of the world, health services face systemic challenges and barriers such as high demand, underfunding, a lack of mental health specialists, and very few clinical staff who are trained and experienced in care for people with mental health problems. In many places there is neither access to care nor to professional support for family members providing care, and the facilities and resources that are available fail to meet basic standards of care.

Overuse of coercion in mental health care, however, takes place in high-income countries (HICs) as well as low- and middle-income countries (LMICs). A range of social, cultural, and economic barriers to implementing high quality alternatives may exist in all these settings irrespective of the level of resourcing. Despite these barriers, significant steps have been taken to implement alternatives to coercion and rights-based mental health treatment and care, including in places with few material resources. (A case study of the Quality Rights Gujarat initiative, provided below, demonstrates a strong example of how this has been achieved in the public health system of one state in India.)

Patterns of practice across the mental health professions, attitudes toward care in health service management and workers, and the arrangement of facilities all act as facilitators or barriers in services across a wide range of settings.
WPA Call for Action

The WPA advocates a practical approach to implementing viable alternatives to coercion. Failing to put these in place poses risks for people in need of treatment, especially when stigma and discrimination surrounding mental disorders prompts fear, exclusion, sensationalised media coverage, and politicisation of efforts to stop coercive practices.

There is a considerable and growing evidence base to support the implementation of alternatives to coercion. Research and guidance are now available to support implementation in a range of social and cultural settings across low-income, middle-income and high-income countries. These alternatives support the rights of persons living with mental disorders and associated psychosocial disabilities without reducing access to effective care or increasing safety risks for themselves or staff. The WPA calls on psychiatrists, clinical care providers, and policymakers to:

- **Consider the evidence base** relating to alternatives to coercion (such as ‘Safewards’, ‘Six Core Strategies’, ‘open door policies’, and the WHO Quality Rights Initiative), and learn from the experiences of those who have generated change. An extensive list of resources can be found in the Discussion Paper and case studies linked to this document below.
- **Identify alternatives** that are feasible to implement.
- **Take active steps to work with partners to develop and implement** evidence-based alternatives to coercion in the delivery of mental health care. The importance of psychiatrists working with all stakeholders is exemplified by the WPA recommendations on best practices in working with service users and family carers that are now incorporated in the WPA ethical declarations.

The Way Forward

The WPA wishes to emphasise that implementing alternatives to coercion is an essential element of the broader transition across the mental health sector toward recovery-oriented systems of care. Recovery-oriented treatment and care require not only respect for human rights and service user involvement, but realisation of rights through sound pathways to non-coercive care. This includes attention to all the important steps along the way – prevention, early intervention, and continuity beyond clinical settings – to provide integrated and personalised care, maximise therapeutic outcomes and promote the rights and recovery of people with mental health conditions and psychosocial disabilities.
The WPA recommends a program of continuing work to support the following changes:

**Changes to delivery of treatment and care**

Psychiatrists in leadership roles, and all those working with other colleagues to provide treatment and care have a part to play in enabling changes so that:

1. Health services responsible for treatment and care examine existing evidence and successful experience elsewhere to identify, adapt and implement non-coercive and trauma-informed practices such as those described in ‘Safewards’, ‘Six Core Strategies’, ‘open door policies’, and the WHO Quality Rights Initiative.
2. Health facility managers and training providers work together to equip all staff involved in mental health service delivery to provide high-quality non-coercive treatment and care.
3. Mental health service providers ensure that service delivery staff are informed about and trained in the use of advance care directives and supported decision-making to empower mental health service users to make informed choices about their treatment and care.
4. Mental health care providers make use of evidence-based resources for implementing non-coercive practices and improving quality of care. For example, resources provided by the Quality Rights Initiative, developed by the World Health Organization, have been piloted in low-, middle- and high-income countries and are designed for use by a range of actors, including service providers, individual healthcare practitioners and national bodies.

**Policy Changes**

Psychiatrists have an important role in persuading policymakers to

1. Give priority to supporting the implementation of alternatives to coercion in mental health care and regard it as an indicator of mental health service performance. This includes allocating appropriate resources for implementation.
2. Work with health facilities to establish public databases to record the frequency and duration of detention and involuntary treatment, and of seclusion and restraint used in mental health services for benchmarking and accountability.
3. Give priority to supporting intervention early in the onset of an episode of mental ill health. This is crucial to avoiding situations in which coercion is perceived as necessary.
Psychiatrists also have a key role to play in generating political will, developing evidence-informed policy, sharing experiences with colleagues in other settings, and advocating for the involvement of service users and their families and carers in policy-making to ensure that measures are practical, effective, and informed by people with lived experience.

Changes in service culture and attitudes

Psychiatrists need to work with

1. Health institutions, such as government agencies, treatment facilities, professional organisations/societies and training institutions, to shift professional, sectoral, and public norms surrounding the use of coercion in mental health services.

2. Other mental health professionals and policy-makers to raise awareness about the availability of alternatives to coercion and risks involved with using coercive practices, as well as greater understanding about the circumstances in which coercion is used. Families and carers of mental health service users, especially, need greater knowledge about these aspects.

3. Mental health professionals, policy-makers and media outlets together to reduce stigma and discrimination against people with mental ill health. Stigma feeds misguided perceptions that widespread use of coercive mental health practices is necessary to public safety, and places undue pressure on service providers to overuse coercive practices.

4. Health services responsible for treatment and care to establish a culture of participation, in which meaningful involvement of mental health service users and their families and carers is the norm when it comes to decision-making.

Research

1. Research institutions and funding bodies should prioritise development and testing of alternatives to coercion appropriate to a wide range of settings, including settings with vastly different access to resources.xiii

2. Researchers should aim to contextualise existing resources, diversify the evidence base, and generate a better understanding of barriers, enablers, and consequences of change.

3. Researchers should engage mental health service users and their families and carers, as people with lived experience bring insight that is crucial to successful development and evaluation of non-coercive mental health care.

4. In addition to investigating formal health care settings, research institutions and funding bodies should address coercion in informal settings, such as family homes, communal areas in villages and towns, including sheds, cages, ‘prayer camps’, or ‘mandated re-education centres’, as a matter of
serious concern, especially in countries with significant mental health treatment gaps. More work is needed to understand how to eliminate such practices.

Resources Produced by the WPA

The WPA is committed to supporting mental health professionals and their organisations to implement alternatives to coercion. To this end, the WPA has produced the following resources in partnership with the RANZCP and in consultation with our member societies:

- **Implementing Alternatives to Coercion in Mental Health Care** – This [Background Paper](#) from the WPA Taskforce outlines recent developments in practice, research and international human rights law concerning coercion in mental health settings with the aim of supporting psychiatrists and other mental health professionals in their work towards improving the quality and safety of mental health services and putting sound alternatives to coercion in place.

- **Implementing Alternatives to Coercion: Examples from Practice** (available soon) – A set of three case studies that examine how progress has been achieved in different settings, including those in three geopolitical regions and two low- and middle-income countries.
  - **Campo Abierto, Colombia** – an example of a health facility implementing alternatives to coercion
  - **Quality Rights Gujarat (India)** – an example of implementing alternatives to coercion at the state level
  - **Towards eliminating coercion in Australia and New Zealand** – an example of implementing alternatives to coercion at the national level

All of the resources above are available on the WPA website [URL]
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